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M
onolayer-protected nanoparticles
(NPs) consist of a core protected
by a supramolecularly assembled

ligand shell of small molecules or macro-
molecules. Gold nanoparticles coated with a 
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of thiolate 
molecules have found a large number of 
potential applications, ranging from drug 
delivery to catalysis.1,2 The ligand shell de-
termines a large fraction of the particles' 
properties. Frequently, the ligand shell is 
composed of multiple types of molecules, 
each one providing the NPs with a certain 
set of properties.3,4 Sometimes properties 
are not simply additive, and the presence 
of more than one ligand type in the ligand 
shell imparts novel properties to the nano-
particles.5,6 This happens because ligand mol-
ecules arrange in patches when forming the 
ligand shell, leading to structure-dependent

.

properties, such as interfacial energy5 or
solubility.7

Weiss and co-workers used scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) to show that
binary mixtures of dissimilar thiol molecules
form domains when coassembling onto flat
Au surfaces.8 Some of us used STM to dis-
cover the same effect in the ligand shell of
Au NPs.9,10 On a flat surface, these domains
tend to have a wide size distribution and
varied shapes.8,11�16 Once constrained on
NP surfaces, these domains adopt various
morphologies based on the identity of the
ligands and the NP core size.17,18 In particu-
lar, 2:1 and 1:1 mixtures of dissimilar mol-
ecules coassembled on ∼5 nm diameter Au
NPs were found to form stripe-like domains
with a characteristic width of ∼1 nm.9,10

The first reports of stripe-like domains on
mixed-monolayer-protected Au NPs were
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followed by in-depth STM image analysis10 and statis-
tical validation.19 In a separate work, a power spectral
density method to analyze these images has been
developed, and it has established that identical infor-
mation can be extracted from images taken in different
laboratories, further confirming the validity of these
images.20 The existence of patchy ligand shell morphol-
ogy has also been supported by atomic force micro-
scopy,5 infrared spectroscopy,21 nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy,22,23 matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization ion mobility mass spectrometry
(MALDI-IM-MS),24 and electron spin resonance (ESR)
spectroscopy.25,26

Glotzer and co-workers have shown through coarse-
grained and molecular dynamics simulations that
the stripe morphology forms because of an interplay
between the enthalpy of phase separation and
a conformational entropy that arises when longer
molecules are at a domain boundary with shorter
ones.27,28 These conclusions were recently supported
by other simulations performed on cylindrical surfaces
by Glotzer29,30 and others.31,32

Nanoparticles coated with striped domains have
many unique structure-dependent properties that
mainly derive from their interfacial interactions5,7,33

or the presence of two polar topological defect points
that can be chemically modified.34,35 Some of these
properties have led to novel applications; for example,
some striped particles have been shown to sponta-
neously fuse with lipid bilayers36 and penetrate cell
membranes,37�39 leading to unconventional drug de-
livery approaches.40 Recently striped nanoparticles
have been used as ultrasensitive and selective methyl
mercury sensors.41 It is reasonable to predict thatmany
other properties and applications could possibly stem
from the unique amphiphilic arrangements of ligand
molecules on the surface of nanoparticles, which are
prevalently observed in biology.
To date, experimental images and spectroscopic

data on patchy particles have elucidated the presence
of domains, but not the ligands arrangement that
has been shown only for homoligand-protected NPs,
where it has been found to have a characteristic
nearest neighbor spacing of ∼0.5 nm.42 This spacing
closely resembles the spacing known to form on
flat gold surfaces for the same molecules43�45 and
is consistent with what has been found for small,
atomically monodisperse Au102(SC6H4COOH)44 clus-
ters using single-crystal X-ray data.46 In particular,
structures of self-assembled monolayers on flat gold
surfaces are extensively studied and reported.47,48 It is
known that on Au(111) octanethiols form a few super-
lattices (e.g., c(4�2)) stemming from the
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reconstruction.47 This basic reconstruction (with a lat-
tice spacing of 0.5 nm) is shared also by many other 
thiolate molecules, such as mercaptopropionic acid and 
mercaptoundecanol.43,48 Shorter thiolate molecules

.

tend to show a similar reconstruction but often have
also other distorted lattices with lattice parameters
that can stretch up to slightly more than 0.6 nm.47 On
other Au planes the arrangement of the molecules can
change: for example, octanethiol forms a distorted
hexagonal cell with a = 0.6 nm and b = 0.477 nm on
Au(100).48 Given that it has been reported that facets on
thiolate ligandprotected nanoparticles aremostly (111)
and (100), it is reasonable to expect that self-assembled
monolayers have arrangements similar to the ones
described above.49 This observation together with an
understanding that curvature10,30 and line defects4,28

are more prominent on particles than on surfaces leads
to a conclusion that for all of the molecules studied
in this paper it is reasonable to expect a spacing in
the monolayer in a range from 0.4 to 0.7 nm. It should
be pointed out that the mechanism of SAM formation
on these particles is substantially different than that
of formation on flat surfaces,24,50 with the molecules
associating first to Au atoms in solution and then to
thenanoparticles, thus establishing a complex interplay
between the SAM structure and the gold's core struc-
ture. Here we demonstrate high-resolution imaging
of mixed-monolayer-protected gold NPs. We present
the first quasi-molecular resolution images of striped
particles together with image analysis detailing robust-
ness of the measurements across different laboratories
and microscopes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we imaged three types of Au NPs. The
first type was coated with a mixture of 11-mercapto-1-
undecanol (C11ol) and 4-mercapto-1-butanol (C4ol),
hereafter calledNP1. The second type was coated with
amixture of 1-octanethiol (C8) andmercaptopropionic
acid (C2COOH), hereafter called NP2. The third type of
particles was coated onlywith C8, hereafter calledNP3.

Figure 1 displays a typical STM image of the NP1
sample, in which multiple particles showing stripe-like
patterns are identifiable. Inset 1c is a digital zoom of a
striped particle whose visual illustration is shown in the
inset 1b. This striped structure bears features similar to
those previously reported,9,10 specifically an interstripe
distance of ∼1.0 nm that does not vary significantly
with scanning speeds (ranging from 0.36 to 0.92 μm/s,
as illustrated by the power spectral density (PSD)
analysis in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
Figure 2 shows a high-resolution STM image of NP1

recorded at a bias of þ100 mV and a current set point
of 1.0 nA, with the highest data density available in
our Bruker Multimode microscope (512 � 512 pixels).
The image was acquired on the same sample used
to record the image shown in Figure 1. The image is
shown without processing except for a linear global
plane fit. In Figure 2a the presence of brighter dots
is immediately evident. On the basis of previous
literature on STM of flat SAMs and of homoligand



particles,42,43,51,52 we interpret these dots as corre-
sponding to the tail groups (�OH) of the ligands
present on NP1. A visual analysis of the image shows
that these dots are aligned with a characteristic
center-to-center spacing of ∼0.5 nm along the line
and ∼1.0 nm between two consecutive lines, in good
agreement with what is shown in Figure 1 and with
previous reports.9,10 Figure 2b shows the same image
shown in Figure 2a with circles marking the dot posi-
tions. To validate our conclusions on the molecular
positions, we show scan lines taken on the original
image. The arrows in Figure 2b are visual aids thatmark
the beginning and the end of the scan lines shown in
Figure 2e. A radial PSD analysis of this image (Figure 2f)
shows two peaks, one at 0.83 nm and the other at
0.59 nm, confirming the visual analysis. The molecular
tail groups visible as dots in this image are not the only
ligands present in this sector of the NP. The density
of the brighter ligand (∼2 molecules/nm2) is roughly
half of that expected for a thiolate monolayer on
a gold nanoparticle and of the one measured for
these particles via thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA,
∼4.5 molecules/nm2, see Experimental Section), lead-
ing to the conclusion that there are other “hidden”
ligands in between the ones that are visible as dots.
This is expected from STM images of NPs coated with a
combination of ligand molecules with a length differ-
ence of 7 methylene units.
In the same sequence of scans used to record 

Figure 2a, another high-resolution image of NP1 was 
successfully acquired; it is shown in Figure 2c. Trace 
and retrace topographies and current images for these 
two sets of images of this particle can be found 
in Figures S2 and S3 in the Supporting Information.

Dots marking the tail group positions for these images
show a remarkable persistence of these features.
Compared to Figure 2a, a small fraction of the dots
has moved slightly. It is known that thiolate molecules
on gold surfaces have translational mobility53,54 but on
a time scale much longer than the acquisition time
of these images; hence we rule out significant changes in
molecular position. Yet STM is sensitive to molecular
conformation;55�57 hence the small variations that we
observe in the images are ascribed to changes in local
molecular conformation, which should to be expected
given the free volumeavailable to themolecules. Someof
these conformational changesmaybedue to tip�sample
(i.e., ligands) interactions. To extract variations in the
images, we employed image difference as a tool to
determine relative variations. In Figure S2dwe show the
difference between the trace image shown in Figure 2a
and its retrace. The image is basically featureless. A
similar conclusion can be reached for the image shown
in Figure 2c (difference image shown in Figure S3d).
In Figure 2dwe show the difference between the image
sets shown in Figure 2a and c (and Figures S2 and S3).
Also in this case the comparison between successive
images is practically featureless, showing something
only in the bottom left part.
We interpret the bright dots evident in the images

to correspond to the tail groups of the longer C11ol
ligands. Their movement, which is expected to be
perpendicular to the stripe direction (i.e., the direction
with the most free volume), should hinder effective
imaging of the shorter C4ol.28 This interpretation is
supported by the presence of “shadows” perpendicular
to the stripes, indicating molecular movement along
this direction, in good agreement with Glotzer's
theory.28 Yet, were the interpretation to be inverted
(the bright dots being C4ol), nothing would change in
terms of the main conclusion of this paper, which deals
with the formation of separated ligand domains.
The nearest-neighbor distance of∼0.5 nm of the tail

groups observed along the stripe direction is commen-
surate with values of intermolecular distances mea-
sured on homoligand particles10,42 and the distance
between thiolated molecules on a flat surface.43 The
suggested geometry of rows of molecules spaced
∼0.5 nm along the stripe and ∼1 nm perpendicular
confirms the original rendition (Figure 1b) published to
describe these types of particles, at least in the more
ordered, central part of the imaged particle.9 Yet, to
better illustrate the structure of themolecules on these
particles, we determined the coordinates of the im-
aged tail groups (interpreted as C11ol). We filled the
“empty” space with the other molecules (C4ol) and
produced a 3D rendering of the molecular arrange-
ment on the particles that is shown in Figure S6. The
image graphically represents this particle. It also illus-
trates that this type of high-resolution image unveils
only a small part of the surface of the NP. It would be

Figure 1. (a) Large-scale STM image of the NP1 sample. (b)
Illustration of NP stripes having a molecular thickness and
spacing of 1 nm. (c) Digital zoom-in of a portion of (a). The
arrows are guides to the eye to identify the stripe-like
domains. It = 0.05 nA, Vb = 700 mV, Ss = 60.5 nm at 512 �
512 pixels. This image is part of a set of images recently
taken in four different laboratories ondifferentmicroscopes
and by different operators.20 A power spectral density
analysis of this image is shown in Figure S1.20



reasonable to ask whether such an image can be 
related to the image shown in Figure 1. It is evident 
that the images shown in Figures 1 and 2 have 
markedly different quality, the former showing only 
domain boundaries on a number of particles and the 
latter showing some molecular positions but on a 
single particle. In both cases the spacing between

domains is ∼1 nm. In ref 20 we show that the PSD of
this image obtained at this resolution can be stitched
onto the PSD of images obtained at lower resolution,
thus validating the use of Figure 2 to explain the
molecular arrangement of the domains shown in
Figure 1.20 The high-resolution imaging of this sample
has been reproduced, and representative images are

Figure 2. High-resolution STM images of the NP1 sample. (a) As-recorded image after a first-order global plane fit. This image
is the trace image of image set 1 shown completely (trace, retrace, and current) in Figure S2. (b) Image (a) with overlaid violet
circles placed at the positions identified as containing bright dots. We interpret these bright dots as the tail groups of one of
the two types of molecules coating the NP, probably C11ol. To extract the position of the dots in a consistent way, we
employed a method currently popular in the analysis of high-resolution STM images, 2D continuous wavelet transform
(CWT).69 To the raw imageswe applied a 2D CWTwith aMexican hat wavelet of 14 pixels in Gwyddion.70 The resulting images
showed clear features whose position on the image was determined using the “Mark Grain” feature. An operator placed
round dots on the images based on the output of this procedure. Numbers indicate profile lines shown in (e). Arrows indicate
direction of the line profiles. (c) Different high-resolution image of the same particle from the same sequence of scans. This
image is the trace imageof image set 2 shown completely in Figure S3. (d) Image obtained as the difference between the trace
plus retrace sum images of image set 1 and that of image set 2. The sum images used are shown in Figures S2e and S3e,
respectively. Figure S4 shows the comparison between the sum and difference images obtained in this way. (e) Plot of the
height profiles taken from image (a). Each profile is achieved by averaging height data over a stripe of thickness 14 pixels
centered around the line identified by the arrows in (b). (f) Average radial PSD of the trace and retrace images from image set
1. The two symbols on the images indicate the peak at 0.83 nm (circle) and 0.59 nm (triangle) that we assign to the distance
between the rows of dots and between the dots, respectively. The complete plot is shown in Figure S5. Images (a) and (c) were
taken with It = 2 nA, Vb = 100 mV, Ss = 8.25 nm at 512 � 512 pixels.



shown in Supporting Information Figures S7 and S8. 
In particular, Figure S7 is an image recorded at 77 K 
using a UHV LT-STM by Omicron. This image shows 
dots spaced 0.47 nm along the short direction and 
0.86 nm along the long direction, confirming the 
spacing and arrangement found in Figure 2a. It is worth 
noticing that the image shown in Figure S7 was 
recorded at a much lower tip velocity compared to

the image shown in Figure 2a (0.25 and 0.018 μm/s,
respectively).
We extended our high-resolution STM imaging to

examine the molecular structure of stripes in another
sample, NP2. Figure 3a is the whole image scan shown
after a first-order global plane fit. Figure 3b highlights
in red continuous regions containing the dots in the
images to demarcate idealized domains formed by the

Figure 3. High-resolution images of the NP2 sample. Trace (a) and retrace (c) as-recorded image (Ss = 11.8 nm) after a first-
order global fit. Bright dots are clearly visible. These bright dots are the tail groups of one of the two types of molecules
coating the NP, probably C8. (b) Image (a) with red masks overlaid onto the dots so as to evidence the continuous domain
regions that these dots form. The arrows in the image are a guide to the eye indicating three parallel domains. (d) Difference
image between the images shown in (a) and (c). The whole image set together with the sum image is shown in Figure S9. (e)
STM topography trace image of the same particle shown in (a) taken at a lower magnification and at higher tip velocity.
Arrows in this image aremeant to indicate the same three stripe-like domains indicated in (b). The complete image set for this
particle is shown in Figure S11. (f) Comparison between the radial PSD plots of a series of successive images of the particles
shown in this figure. The red plot is the average from three images (trace and retrace) recorded at 11.8 nm scan size and
0.72 μm/s tip velocity, and the black is the averageof two images (trace and retrace) recorded at 30 nmand1.83μm/s. The line
indicates a broad peak that extends from 1.5 to 0.7 nm; this is present in both averages. The triangle is at 0.54 nm and is
present only in the higher magnification images. In Figure S10 the complete plots are presented, together with average scan
lines for images (a) and (e). All images were obtained with It = 2 nA, Vb = 80 mV at 512 � 512 pixels.



molecules imaged. As for NP1 the density of these
domains is roughly half the density of the ligands
present on these particles determined by TGA (∼4.3
molecules/nm2). The shape of these “red” domains has
a striking resemblance to the results of simulations
published in ref 28. Figure 3c shows the retrace image
whose trace is shown in Figure 3a. As observed forNP1,
the difference between these two images (Figure 3d) is
almost featureless but does show some minor rough-
ness. The roughness does not directly correlate with
the features in the images; hence we take it as an
indication of minor instrumental noise present in the
image that does not affect the major features.
The images shown in Figure 3 reveal a higher level of

complexity (i.e., information) than what has been pre-
viously seen from large-scale images. When looking
closely at the dots in Figure 3a and c, it is possible to
observe that stripe domains can have variable thick-
ness, as shown in previous simulations,28 and that
multiple “point defects” are present (the red region in
Figure 3b is meant to illustrate this point). In the case of
NP2 we were able to image the particle at multiple
length scales and consequently tip speeds. Figure 3a
and e are images of the same particle recorded at
0.72 and 1.83 μm/s, respectively. Importantly, the
direct comparison between these two images leads
to an observation of the transition from higher to lower
resolution images of stripe-like domains. As the resolu-
tion decreases, the features comprising a stripe merge
into a single continuous domain that corresponds
to the stripe morphology previously observed.9,10 In
the higher resolution images, arrangements of dots in
stripes similar to those on NP1 are visible with the
nearest-neighbor distance of ∼0.55 nm, and line pro-
files perpendicular to stripes indicate a spacing of
∼1.2 nm. In Figure 3b, arrows indicate the position of
these stripes. In the lower resolution images the dots
are lost andmerge into elongated features that are also
indicated by arrows in Figure 3e. To substantiate the
claims that the domains observed in Figure 3a and e
are the same, we show in Figure S10b, line profiles
taken averaging over a large fraction of the particles
present in these images. Both line profiles have the
same shape: roughly a half-circumference with three
protrusions on it. It is evident that these protrusions
(the domain features in the image) align remarkably
well for the scan lines of the two images. In other
words, these modulations have basically the same
relative position and spacing on both images, even
though the imaging conditions are significantly differ-
ent, and show a spacing of ∼1.2 nm. To quantify the
spatial distribution of features on this particle in
Figure 3f and S10a, we show average radial PSD plots
from two sets of images (high and lowmagnification at
0.72 and 1.83 μm/s, respectively). In both plots a broad
peak that extends from 1.5 to 0.7 nm is visible; we
assign this peak to the average distance between

stripe-like domains on the particles. Thehigh-resolution
images also show a peak at 0.54 nm that we assign
to the distances between the dots within the same
domain (that we resolve only in these images).
There is a significant difference between the sample

used to image NP1 and the one used to image NP2.
The former (shown in Figure 1) was composed of a
dense layer of particles; the latter showed isolated
particles (evident in Figure 2e). For the latter case
one expects larger distortions at the particle edges
and at the flat parts of the sample close to the particle
due to the shape of the tip. In fact, when close to the
particle edges various parts of the tip might interact
with the nanoparticles instead of the flat part of the
sample depending on the relative tip/particle position.
In any case, we expect that these effects would be
minimized when imaging the top of the particle, and
this is the part of the image that we have mostly
analyzed. The persistence of the features on top of
the particles acrossmany images and throughdifferent
imaging conditions confirms this conclusion. The
substrate onto which NP2 was placed contained a
monolayer of butanethiol and hexadecanedithiol. It is
possible that parts of this mixed monolayer were also
imaged, but we do not have enough evidence at the
moment to make any conclusion on the images of this
part of the sample.
There are a few experiments that we have per-

formed as controls to better substantiate our assign-
ment of the features we observe on the nanoparticles
as tail groups of the ligand molecules. We rule out tip-
imaging effects in the series of images that show NP1,
as the spacing between the dots reproduces across
laboratories and matches what was found in ref 20.
In the case of NP2 the spacing that we observe is the
same spacing reported for these types of particles in
the past in ref 19. We believe that we image molecular
features and not features related to the gold core,
as high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
images of these particles do not show any evidence
of protrusions with these spacings (see Figure S12).
Additionally, we performed a series of imaging for
a nanoparticle sample by changing the set current.
We first found imaging conditions that allowed the
observation of clear features on the nanoparticles. We
interpret these features as due to imaging ofmolecules
on the particles. To prove this point, we changed the
imaging set current to force the tip inside the ligand
shell. As expected, the features disappeared, smooth
nanoparticle surfaces were imaged, and hints of facets
could be seen (see Figure S13 in the Supporting
Information). When the imaging set current was reset
to the original value (and consequently the tip was
lifted above the ligand shell), the features on the
nanoparticles reappeared. This control experiment
shows (i) that our images have features that are due
to themolecules in the ligand shell, (ii) that the features



imaged are on the nanoparticles and not on the tip, 
and finally (iii) that the feedback conditions used were 
properly set, with no feedback instability. We are also 
confident in the ability of discerning different molec-
ular arrangements on nanoparticles, as on the same 
NP1 sample used to record Figures 1 and 2 we were 
able to identify particles composed of two separate 
domains (i.e., Janus particle). Indeed, we have recently 
discovered that certain molecular combinations of 
ligand molecules lead to a spontaneous formation of 
Janus particles.18 For NP1 particles, the stripe morphol-
ogy dominates, but there are also Janus particles. 
Figure 4a is a large-scale image of the same NP1 
sample shown in Figures 1 and 2. In this region, NPs 
with Janus structures are highlighted by dashed circles. 
Each Janus particle possesses two hemispherical do-
mains demarcated by a boundary line. Molecular 
resolution STM imaging also identifies some molecular 
details of these particles. A high-resolution image is 
presented in Figure 4b, showing a region on the left of 
the particle in which discrete molecular tail groups are 
visible. Additional images of Janus particles are shown 
in Figure S14. While a discussion on Janus NPs and their 
images does not pertain to this paper, the main point 
of the images shown in Figure 4 is to show that the 
sample imaged in Figures 1 and 2 contains particles 
with a substantially different morphology from the one 
shown in those figures.
Finally, to further test the correlation between the 

features we image in STM and the ligand shell compo-
sition, we synthesized homoligand nanoparticles 
(NP3) and studied them. Figures 5 and S15 show an 
image of C8-coated NPs. Dots resembling the ones 
present on the particle shown in Figure 2a are clearly 
evident. In Figure 5b these dots are highlighted by 
superimposed violet circles, placed using the same pro-
cedure used to place the same circles in Figure 2b. 
There are clear qualitative differences between the 
arrangement of the dots (and consequently the circles) 
in the images of NP1 (Figure 2) and NP3 (Figure 5).

.

While for mixed ligand particles alignment is clear with
a compact arrangement of these dots along one direc-
tion and a looser one along the perpendicular direction,
this is not true for homoligand particles, where a more
isotropic distribution of these dots is evident. The radial
PSD shown in Figure 5f shows a broad feature from 0.9
to 0.63 nmwith two peaks at the extremes correspond-
ing to the distribution of distances that we observe in
the image. It is worth noticing that compared to the
images shown in Figures 2 and 3 the contrast of the
dots that are in Figure 5 is significantly less. This is in
good agreement with the composition of the NPs, as in
the case of NP3 all ligands have the same length (and
very similar STM contrast), as opposed toNP1 andNP2,
where the difference in length (and STM contrast)
between the twomolecules creates better STM imaging
conditions. Finally we can preliminarily state that on
NP3 we observe a disordered arrangement of the
ligands. This observation is in good agreement with
molecular dynamics calculations;58�60 yet it is evident
for the images in Figure 5 that probably we do not
image all of the ligands. Hence further work will be
required to better address this point. In the case ofNP3
the density of the ligands observed is, at least locally,
close to the onemeasured via TGA (∼5molecules/nm2).
Despite our efforts, the current understanding of

STM imaging ofmixed-SAM-coated nanoparticles is far
from complete.42,61 In particular, given that these images
are of a sample with highly curved surfaces; it is reason-
able to askwhether there is a need for a correction of the
distances reported here. This correction could entail
the elimination of drift43 and curvature.62,63 The former
should not be necessary, as this resolution is only
possible when drift is small. As for the latter, this is
a complex matter that requires knowledge of the true
tip trajectory. It is known that when imaging in constant
height mode, curved surfaces are projected radially onto
the flat tip path; consequently, distances in STM images
are larger than the real ones, with the distortions being
larger at the edges of the curved features.62,63 We obtain

Figure 4. High-resolution STM image of the NP1 sample. (a) Large-scale image (Ss = 32.6 nm, It = 30 pA, Vb =700mV). Dashed
white circles indicate the presence of Janus particles. A cartoon of the Janus structure is illustrated in the inset. (b) High-
resolution image of a Janus particle taken with It = 2 nA, Vb = 500 mV at 512 � 512 pixels.



images in a quasi-constant current mode; hence our tip 
path is curved. However, the same physics applies here, 
and hence there is a degree of distance stretching to be 
expected. The curved tip path is also projected ortho-
graphically onto a flat line by the imaging software, thus 
leading to a shrinking of the distances. These effects are 
obviously opposed to each other, and they both need to 
be mediated by the well-known tip convolution pro-
blems. All three effects are larger on steep surfaces (i.e., at 
the edges of the particles). The interplay between these 
three effects depends strictly on the trajectory of the tip;

each one can dominate depending on the specific case.
Figure S16 is an attempt at a representation of these
effects for a reasonably drawn trajectory,64 showing that
the effect leads to spacings that are very close to the
real ones. A deeper attempt to address this issue was
achieved through the generation of a 3D model of
our particles. In Figure S17 we show a 3D rendering of
particles consistent in shape with the findings in this
paper. This image was then converted into a 3D map
with the height being a gray scale map. To this latter
image we applied a ball-rolling filter to capture both the

Figure 5. High-resolution STM images of the NP3 sample. (a) As-recorded image after a second-order global plane fit. This
image is the retrace image of an image set shown completely (trace, retrace, and current) in Figure S15. (b) Image (a) with
overlaid violet circles placed at the positions identified as containingbright dots in (a). The dot positionswere extracted in the
same way described in the caption of Figure 2, the only difference being that the size of the Mexican hat wavelet was chosen
to be 12 pixels. (c) Image obtained as the sum between the trace and retrace images of this set. (d) Image obtained as the
difference image between the trace and retrace image. (e) Current image of this set. (f) Radial PSD of the retrace image shown
in (a) (full scale of this plot is shown in Figure S15). This set of images was acquired with It = 0.35 nA, Vb = 1000 mV, and
Ss = 15 nm at 512 � 512 pixels.



stretching and the convolution effect discussed above
(Figure S17b and c) and then took a line scan of the
produced image to capture the orthographic projection
issue. The result is shown in Figure S17d overlappedwith
an experimental line scan taken from Figure 3a. There is
a good agreement of the two line scans. In the case of
the simulated line scan, where the initial distance was
imposed and consequently is known, we can state with
certainty that we find minimal size distortion in the final
profile.
More simplistically, it is evident that the spacings

shown in this paper for close-packed tail groups are
very close to the ones measured in SAMs on flat
surfaces; hence we do not expect large distortions of
the images. Yet it should be pointed out that the
spacing measured on flat gold surfaces is specific to
Au(111) facets. On nanoparticles one expects a variety
of faces, with the (111) being prevalent; hence a
variation in faceting of the NPs has to be considered
as another possible cause of variation in tail-group
spacing. We have tried to address the issue of facets in
the images of our particles by analyzing in-depth the
STM images presented. We have attempted to deter-
mine the gold core shape by digitally removing the
ligand-related features from the images and then
allowing the STM image analysis software to find the
most probable surface “background”. A close inspec-
tion of the image in Figure 2 shows a flat central region

with a polygonal shape (see Figure S18). Figure S19
shows the most probable crystal structure for the
particles shown in Figures 3 and 5. The latter has a
core particle of clear pentatwinned shape. Figure S20
overlays themolecular positions illustrated in Figures 2,
3, and 5 with the facets that we believe are most
probable on the gold core. It is immediately evident
that little correlation can be found between molecular
arrangement and core facets. Hence, this preliminary
analysis seems to rule out a major effect of the crystal
structure of the gold core on the ligand shell arrange-
ment. Larger image sets will need to be analyzed in
order to reach final conclusions on this problem.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we have shown here the first images
of mixed-ligand-protected nanoparticles where mol-
ecules forming stripe-like domains are visualized in
both C4ol:C11ol and C8:C2COOH NPs. We believe that
the approach presented here enables a better char-
acterization of the patchiness on nanoparticles and
could in the future allow for the extraction of informa-
tion about the local variation of patch spacing as
well as molecular defects present in the ligand shell
of nanoparticles. There are a multitude of ligand-
shell structures that could be determined experimen-
tally with an appropriate high-resolution imaging
capability.65�67

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The NPs used in this paper were synthesized by a modifica-

tion of the method described by Zheng et al.68 and character-
ized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 1H NMR 
before and after decomposition with potassium cyanide (see 
Supporting Information for details). NPs were thoroughly 
cleaned using centrifugation as described in Supporting Infor-
mation. The resulting NPs were deposited on a gold(111)/mica 
surface by a Langmuir�Shaefer technique (see Supporting 
Information). At the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 
(EPFL), we used a Bruker Multimode Nanoscope IIIA, equipped 
with an E-scanner, to image the particle surface structures. At KU 
Leuven, we used a Bruker Multimode Nanoscope IIIA, equipped 
with an A-scanner. At the University of Geneva, an Omicron 
LT-STM at 77 K was used. All images shown in the main text of 
the paper were acquired at EPFL with the exception of the 
image shown in Figure 1, which was acquired in Leuven. In the 
Supporting Information all images shown were recorded at 
EPFL unless otherwise indicated. Typical range of current set 
points (It) is from 50 to 2000 pA and bias voltage (Vb) from 100 to 
1000 mV, with precise values including the scan size (Ss) and 
pixel density provided in each figure caption. Microscopes were 
calibrated occasionally with a gold(111) surface and highly 
oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG).
A number of precautions were taken in order to enhance 

resolution, accuracy, and reproducibility of the data. To prevent 
STM tip contamination, the particles were cleaned several times 
with solvents to remove excess ligand molecules, and solution 
1H NMR was performed to ensure a minimal presence of free 
ligands. To achieve the high resolution shown here, for the 
room-temperature imaging, it was necessary for thermal drift to 
be minimized by allowing the STM tip to scan on a small area 
(∼100 nm2) of the sample for a period of hours. It is noted that

.

the need for thermal equilibration is more stringent for NP
imaging when compared to the imaging of highly crystalline
samples (i.e., HOPG) because they contain only short-range
order, and hence drift tends to merge features in a way that is
difficult to predict and interpret. To avoid imaging particles
modified by the tip, images were subsequently acquired on
a different part of the sample. Finally, to minimize the effects
of molecular movements during imaging, images had to be
acquired at sufficiently high speed (0.2�0.7 μm/s).
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